
abiabiabiabiabi ABIREMOTE1 Remote Control
RF & IR Remote Control; 12V Relay; suits all 240V Motor Screens

Contents: Wall Plate with Receiver (Rx)
RF Transmitter (Tx) Remote
InfraRed (IR) Transmitter (Tx) Remote

NOTE: The remotes will need programming (see
below). Also, most motors will only run for max 5
mins before safety cutout with time reset operates.

Connection: The wall plate can be located where required. For IR operation, the Receiver
must be visible so that the Transmitter can send the signal by “line of sight”. The RF works
without “line of sight” so can be located out of sight if preferred. There are manual Up/
Stop/Down buttons on the side of the Receiver for manual operation if required. The IR Tx
can be distinguished by its small LED at the top of the Tx.
To connect power to the Receiver:
Use standard 240V AC single phase power to
connect to the Receiver. Connection is to the
LEFT 3-screw junction labelled “AC IN”. The Active
wire to the left junction labelled L, the Neutral/
Common wire to the Central “N” junction & the
Earth wire to the right “E” junction (see pic).

To connect the Screen to the Receiver:
You need a 4-core cable (usually supplied with ABI
screens) to connect to the Right 4-screw junction
labelled “MOTOR”. If using a screen with an Inline
switch, cut the cable immediately on the screen
side of the switch to expose the 4 wires. Connect
the Active UP wire to the right R junction; connect
the Active DOWN wire to the L junction; connect
the Neutral/Common wire to the N junction and
connect the Earth wire to the left E junction.

IR has LED at top

To Program a Remote: Press the Stop Button of the Transmitter and then press the SW4
round black button on Receiver (see pic). The LED will begin flashing. Press the UP button
of required Transmitter within 10 secs of pressing SW4. Remote is programmed. To delete
all settings, press & hold SW4 for 4 secs until LED flashes quickly; then release.

To Use 12V Relay: You need an RJ11 tel cord plugged into JF2 RJ11 socket (see pic).
Connect 12V+ to red and 12V- to green. When 12V is applied, screen will drop & stay
down. When 12V is turned off, screen will retract.

To operate the Screen: The screen can be operated manually using the 3 switches on
the side of the Receiver. Note that a manual wall switch can also be used by connecting to
the JP1 RJ12 socket; contact ABI for details. Alternatively, either the RF or IR remotes (Tx)
will work as required. Note: both Remotes use 23AE 12V batteries; check battery condition
if a remote seems to stop operating.

NOTE: Cable installations should only be carried out by a licensed Electrician. For any
technical enquiries, phone ABI on 02.9938 6866 between 9am-5pm (AET).
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